
Discover A Better Way ®



Times have changed.

In just a few short years, electronic discovery has evolved
from a tool employed in only the largest, most document-
intensive cases into a mainstream practice that plays a
role in many cases.

The question you face today is not whether electronic
discovery should be adopted, but who should be selected
as your service provider. That’s where we come in. Applied
Discovery is the leading provider of electronic discovery
services to the country’s top law firms and corporations.
Unlike the vendors that evolved from the paper-intensive
scanning and coding era, our company was founded on
the belief that someday, virtually 100% of all new
documents would be created and stored electronically.

That day has come.

THE AVERAGE VOLUME OF DISCOVERY DATA COLLECTED FROM A CUSTODIAN HAS INCREASED MORE THAN 500% IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
SOURCE: LAW OFFICE COMPUTING, JUNE/JULY 2003500%
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CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SCENARIO

A document request lands on your desk. You notice that it’s conspicuously thin. You wonder
if your opponent has grown weary of protracted discovery battles, and has instead decided
to narrow the requests to the key issues of the case. But what’s different? You flip through
the pages. The requests seem to include all the familiar boilerplate language outlining the
description of potentially discoverable documents and the identities of dozens of document
custodians. Then you notice that most of the old document requests have been replaced with
those two small but frightening words… “BACKUP TAPES.”

Lucky for you, Applied Discovery is a step ahead of the times.
Our comprehensive service offering is designed to help you navigate the sometimes daunting
world of electronic discovery. Because when you think about it, the process of discovery
hasn’t actually changed—only the storage media and review tools for the documents are
different. With this in mind, simply follow the discovery process you already know, but leave
the tools and technology to us.

It’s a sign of the times.



3 DATA PROCESSING

>  Electronic documents processed
in industry-standard PDF format,
with complete text and meta data
preserved and indexed for search
accuracy.

>  Industry-leading capacity of 5
million pages per day, so documents
are available for review in days,
not weeks or months.

>  Flexibility to process more than
200 electronic file types from a
variety of storage media.

1 DATA GATHERING

>  Guidance for internal IT resources
or on-site, professional assistance
to collect data from clients’
computers, including network
servers, desktop PCs, laptops,
backup tapes, handheld devices,
and any other storage medium.

>  Cost-effective strategies for
identifying, gathering, and
preparing only necessary
information for review.

APPLIED DISCOVERY’S CLIENTS RATE THE OVERALL QUALITY OF OUR SERVICES AS A 92 OUT OF 100.
OCTOBER 2002 SURVEY CONDUCTED BY AN INDEPENDENT RESEARCH FIRM92/100

Data Gathering

Media Restoration

Data Processing

Online Review

Document Production & Reporting

A complete electronic discovery service offering.

2 MEDIA RESTORATION

>  Retrieval of information from
backup tapes or legacy systems,
from standard email and word
processing programs to arcane
systems and uncommon file types.

>  Proven, cost-effective strategies
for narrowing the set of potentially
responsive documents.

WHEN YOU WORK WITH APPLIED DISCOVERY, YOU HAVE THE ASSISTANCE
OF AN ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY EXPERT EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.



5 & REPORTING

> Production of responsive documents
according to your specifications— 
in electronic or paper format:

• PDF files copied to disk;

• PDF files transmitted via an
FTP site;

• PDF files or TIFF images
exported for use with desktop
litigation support systems;

• printed copies of electronic
documents.

> Privilege log reports or user-defined 
custom reporting to suit the needs
of your case.

DOCUMENT PRODUCTION

4 ONLINE REVIEW

> Display of disparate file types in a uniform PDF format. No need for
multiple software packages to review different kinds of documents.

> Key capabilities include annotations; redaction; customizable document
folders; and automated Bates numbering and document branding.

> Sophisticated search functionality to enable logical review of documents:

• within the context of an email conversation—with email messages
and attachments displayed in “parent-child” context;

• sorted by meta data characteristics such as original author, address
field (including to, from, cc and bcc), date created, or document
custodian;

• numerous other ways of searching and sorting the complete set 
of documents in the manner most useful to your case.

> An intuitive interface with “point and click” functionality, enabling 
even the least technical lawyer to become an electronic discovery pro 
with less than an hour of training.

> Multi-party or multi-site collaboration with access to comprehensive
Web-based repository.

> No hardware or software to purchase—any authorized user can review
discovery documents with just a PC and an Internet connection.

> State-of-the-art security, including 128-bit SSL encryption with digital
certificates, redundant managed firewalls, and advanced intrusion
detection systems.
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Discovery Process

Applied Discovery
Online Review
Functionality

Review team assesses universe of
documents to be reviewed.

REVIEW SUMMARY

View a snapshot of the total
number of documents from each
custodian. Document
classifications such as “reviewed”
or “privileged” are updated
automatically on the summary
screens. Attorneys managing the
project always have automated,
real-time updates to the progress
of document review.

Review team narrows the set of
potentially responsive documents.

SOPHISTICATED SEARCHING

Search any volume of documents—
from a few thousand to tens of
millions—quickly and accurately.
Use keyword searches to narrow the
data set to only potentially relevant
documents. Sort documents by
custodian, show “parent-child
relationships” between emails and
attachments, and use a variety of
other “smart” processes to benefit
from analyzing the documents in the
most efficient manner.

Electronic discovery by attorneys, for attorneys.

PAPER DISCOVERY COSTS AN AVERAGE OF $.70 PER PAGE. ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY COSTS AN AVERAGE OF $.23 PER PAGE.
SOURCE: LAW OFFICE COMPUTING, JUNE/JULY 2003

$.70 vs $.23



Review team analyzes responsive
documents and redacts privileged
information.

ORIGINAL DOCUMENT
CHARACTERISTICS PRESERVED

View the documents as they
originally appeared on your clients’
computers. Documents are displayed
in uniform PDF format. Unlike
HTML, which can significantly alter
the format of document text, PDF
preserves all fonts, margins, colors,
and other document formatting
attributes. Unlike TIFF, which is just
an image of the face of a document,
PDF preserves all document text
and meta data. PDF also enables
complete redaction—not an
overlay—of sensitive information.
A privilege log is generated
automatically.

Review team sorts and categorizes
responsive documents.

CUSTOM COLLECTIONS

Categorize documents in user-defined
collections or “virtual folders” with
one click. A single document may
reside in multiple collections, and
multiple documents can be placed
into a single collection with one click
from the search results screen.

Review team prepares responsive
documents for production.

FLEXIBLE DOCUMENT
PRODUCTION OPTIONS

Bates number and mark documents
from one easy interface. Flexible
production options include export
of documents to CD or other
media, or printing paper copies.

Applied Discovery’s Online Review application is the centerpiece of our service. Designed with our team of former
practicing litigators, our software focuses on the elements of document review that are most important in your work.
In fact, we’ve interviewed hundreds of litigators in the past few years to ensure that the features and functionality
of our Online Review application meet the needs of your cases.

Combining the industry’s leading technology with the most comprehensive functionality means you can follow the
discovery process you already know, while benefiting from the advantages of superior review tools.
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Applied Discovery provides a comprehensive document review approach
that is significantly less expensive than alternative methods of processing
electronic data for review in litigation (including manual paper review
processes and traditional “scanning and coding” services).

When you see how easy it is, you’ll wonder how you ever managed discovery
any other way.



Once you understand the benefits of electronic discovery technology, you
have to decide which service provider is best suited for your needs. With so
many companies now claiming to provide electronic discovery services, this
can be the tricky part. You need to determine what sets one company apart
from the others.

Unlike some vendors who sell commodity products and services at the
lowest possible price, Applied Discovery is a true partner in the electronic
discovery process. We provide a distinctly customized approach to every
electronic discovery project for every client. When you work with Applied
Discovery, you can count on quality, capacity, and service—the Applied
Discovery difference.

quality    capacity    service

100% OF CLIENTS SURVEYED RANKED APPLIED DISCOVERY’S CLIENT SERVICE STANDARDS AS A 9 OR 10.
OCTOBER 2002 SURVEY CONDUCTED BY AN INDEPENDENT RESEARCH FIRM, SCALE RANKED CLIENT SERVICE FROM 1–10100%

The Applied Discovery difference.



QUALITY | Your legal advice is not for sale to the lowest bidder. And you wouldn’t advise a client to shop
for a lawyer based on the lowest hourly rate. So why would you rely on a service provider that offers bargain
basement rates or promises to beat the lowest price of any competitor, no matter what the circumstances?

What you really want is quality. And while cost is an important component of quality, the up-front project
bid shouldn’t be your only consideration when choosing a service provider. Those low-ball bids have a way
of coming back to haunt you with unexpected charges, missed deadlines, and unmet expectations. Let’s face
it: more often than not, low cost also means low value.

Real quality means real value: the best technology in the industry, the most experienced team of legal and
technical professionals, and standard-setting client service. With these things in mind, we’ve developed best
practices for electronic discovery based on our collective years of experience as lawyers and technical
professionals, and based on the hundreds of cases we’ve handled for clients just like you.

CAPACITY  | Even the best technology in the world won’t help if you can’t have rapid access to your
discovery documents. That’s why processing capacity and turnaround times are important factors when
selecting a service provider. And that’s why Applied Discovery’s industry-leading capacity of 5 million pages
per day makes us the best choice for your most important cases.

We’ve worked on the country’s most notable cases, including investment bank investigations, the historic
Enron bankruptcy proceeding, and some of the nation’s largest class actions. We’ve hosted more than 40
million pages of data for a single client, enabling the efficient review of volumes of documents only imagined
in the paper world.

While not all cases make headlines or require this kind of capacity, our experience with large cases gives
you the confidence that we’ll deliver what you need, when you need it.

SERVICE  | We don’t sell software in a box. Just like your legal services, there’s no way to shrink-wrap what
we do. It’s important to have an experienced professional to lead you through the stages of any project, no
matter how large or small. That’s why we created the industry’s most innovative, and only award-winning,
client service model—the CLIENT SOLUTIONS GROUP.

The Client Solutions Group is made up of Account Managers with a variety of professional backgrounds:
attorneys, paralegals, litigation support professionals and IT managers. A client-dedicated Account Manager
is responsible for every project related to that client, ensuring one consistent point of contact for training,
service, and support. No help desk. No “call center” with an anonymous voice on the other end of the
phone. Instead, you get a qualified professional dedicated to your account.

What could be better than knowing your Account Manager by name and knowing help is never more than
a phone call away? Knowing that same great service is free.

VALUE  |  The best products and services at a competitive price.
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Contact Us
Visit www.lexisnexis.com/applieddiscovery, call 877.613.3010, email
new_clients@applieddiscovery.com or schedule a demonstration
through your local representative.

Take Us for a Test Drive
A demonstration of our Online Review application is the best way to
understand the advantages of electronic document review. Once you
see how easy electronic discovery can be, you’ll wonder how you
ever managed without us.

Discover A Better Way ®

Times have changed. Your practice is changing too. Ready to join
the other lawyers who’ve mastered electronic discovery with our
help? It’s time to discover a better way.

So how do you get started?

mailto:new_clients@applieddiscovery.com
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